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About This Game

Sokoban Land DX is a 2D top-down puzzle game with colorful graphics and relaxing soundtrack, based on the classic Sokoban
style games with some new improvements over the original and a few adventure elements.

You'll need to push boxes to the right places to open the gate and go to the next level. You'll be able to play in single-player
mode controlling 1 or 2 characters at same time, or in local co-op mode with a friend changing modes on the fly during levels

the way you prefer. Each player can undo their last move, but if you get stuck, you can restart the level whenever you want and
there isn't limited movements or timers, so you can do all at your own pace.
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Title: Sokoban Land DX
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
lightUP
Publisher:
lightUP
Release Date: 27 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (32/64 bits)

Processor: Intel Atom Cherry Trail Z8300 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0 integrated Graphics Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse/Keyboard - Xbox 360 Controller (Recommended)

English
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Pretty darn boring overall.
It has cute graphics and that's pretty much it.

The levels are repetitive and enormous in size, which makes exploring them a massive chore.

Gameplay is simplistic and lacks small refinements that would make it somewhat decent, like being able to cancel your combo
into Finn's roll or Jake's guard.

I love Adventure Time and would enjoy playing a good game based on it, but this one should be avoided at all costs.. A Master
Piece!

Thanks so much for this Great Music! Regards ^^. Wat iz dis, better buy any 8bit racer game. I couldn't explain why I bought,
installed and played this game.

But I did.

Carry on.. Worth the .99 investment to play with friends while they are in VR.. this game was acually very enjoyable to me :)!
trully the grahpics are awesome and everything makes me think of the old mario when i play just with more cuteness lmao i
highly reccomend this game tho it was Pawsome :3
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A fun little adventure, and especially since it was free I have nothing to complain about. a Beatiful alternative to World of
Warplane and War Thunder. So...mixed bag.

Masterspace is much like Space Engineers, minus the overly-complicated retardation and lack of anything to do. You start on a
planet and work your way up to ships. There's a skill tree, several interrelated build lines, and all of that.

The game is interesting, there's some workshop mods already out there, and it looks good graphically.

Problem: BUGS. Showstopping CTD bugs. I don't mind supporting games in alpha, but this is ... well, I ran the tutorial and it
kicked me off the planet into deep space with no way to get back. Stuck in the ground several times, random crashes.

I recommend it but with caveats.. this game needs more skeletons and more anime tiddies 10/10 would spend money again
. no regrets, good laugh had by all. This was interesting to play for the first half, when I could apply rules, know for sure where
something was supposed to go, and I could work through simply. When more was added it just got more frustrating. As soon as
the cross was added I lost interest in the gameplay and used a walkthrough.
The actual story was great though, I've definitely had conversations similar. There were neat tricks and storytelling devices I've
never seen before, which almost made up for the gameplay. Unless you really like unconventional story or minesweeper, don't
buy it though.. Amazing software. Lack of cons in the workshop but still worth of a penny. I'm enjoying using this software,
great work Pavo! Hope there are more great updates to come.

lightUP Steam Page:
Hey guys :) what's up?

I have a brand New Developer/Publisher Page here on Steam. It's way easier to concentrate my informations about games and
stuff there. If you want to stay tuned about my games, new releases and updates, please follow me here:

https://store.steampowered.com/developer/lightUP. Update v1.0.0.7:
Hello everyone,

There is a new update for Sokoban Land DX that brings some optimizations to the game, so more PC's may run the game at a
higher FPS.. WILOO is available on Steam:
WILOO, a 2D side-scrolling platformer inspired mainly on 8/16 bits eras with Graphics and Sounds updated, is now available
on Steam.

Help WILOO save his buddy from Dr. ETvaldo.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/673010/WILOO/. Improved Framerate:
Today, both WILOO and Sokoban Land DX were updated.
With this update, FPS should be improved on some Graphic Cards,
specially running on Windows 10.. DEMO version available:
Both Sokoban Land DX and WILOO received DEMO versions that can be downloaded in game's page on Steam. Now you can
try freely the first world of each game. Hope you enjoy them :). Movement Speed Option Added:
The update v1.0.0.3 can be downloaded right now.
For this version the movement speed can now be changed at any time, on "Options" and "Pause" menus. By default it's on
"Normal" speed, and you can change for "Slow" (-1/2 movement speed) or "Fast" (+3x movement speed).

Thank you guys for your feedbacks and support :). Free DLC: Sokoban Land DX - PaperToys:
Hi guys,
After downloading the game, please, make sure to download also the "Sokoban Land DX - PaperToy" its free!

If you already download it, don't forget to see the "EXTRAS" folder inside your Sokoban Land DX install directory ;)

After that, you will only need, a printer, scissors and some patience to build your very own Sokoban characters in PaperToy!
. Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam:
Sokoban Land DX is now available on Steam with a launch discount of 10%. Hope you enjoy the game guys :). Update v1.0.0.2
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Available:
In this version, music on/off option is saved on your save file, then, if you turn off sounds and exit the game, the musics and
sounds will be turned off in your next session.

Some new cool musics were also added :)
There is some other minor improvements too.

Thank you guys for all your feedback and support!. Milo's Quest - First Alpha Gameplay:
So here it is,
the first Milo's Quest alpha gameplay trailer
It's a 2D top-down puzzle/adventure

Coming in 2019 initially for Windows PC

https://youtu.be/QBp8M3e0iC4
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